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President Obama kept a minute of silence since his visit in Cuba for Brussel
Attacks killed 31 people & 300 wounded

Paris, Washington DC, 25.03.2016, 02:53 Time

USPA NEWS - "The thoughts and prayers of the American people are with the people of Belgium. We stand in solidarity with them in
condemning these outrageous attacks against innocent people. We will do whatever is necessary to support our friend & ally, Belgium"
stated president Obama after the Monday's attacks.

"The thoughts and prayers of the American people are with the people of Belgium. We stand in solidarity with them in condemning
these outrageous attacks against innocent people. We will do whatever is necessary to support our friend and ally, Belgium, in
bringing to justice those who are responsible." President Obama said on the morning's attacks in Brussels.
A double blast occurred on Monday, about 8 am in the big departures hall of Zaventem airport. At 9 h 11, another took place near
metro called “Maelbeek“� Parliament. The "disaster plan" was launched. Traffic blocked in the Belgian capital for all public transport
were stopes. The toll was heavy, with thirty one (31) dead and three hundred (300) seriously wounded. The Belgian parquet confirmed
it is a terrorist act and claimed by ISIS.-----------------------------------------------------------------------
See article : THREE SIMULTANEOUS EXPLOSIONS HAVE KILLED 34 PEOPLE IN BRUSSELS AND 170 WOUNDED AT
ZAVENTEM AIRPORT & METRO MAAELBEEK - See more at: http://www.uspa24.com/bericht-7455/three-simultaneous-explosions-
have-killed-34-people-in-brussels-and-170-wounded.html#sthash.5VRBU5qM.dpuf

Article online:
https://www.uspa24.com/bericht-7489/president-obama-kept-a-minute-of-silence-since-his-visit-in-cuba-for-brussel.html
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